
 
 

Front Side / Back Side Clinic 
 

Duration: 2 days (12 CEU’s) 

Course Description:  
Improve your overall skiing with this two-day clinic. This medium- to high-intensity clinic enhances the 

precision and versatility of your skiing by moving between on- and off-piste skiing. The clinic’s all-

mountain approach helps you proactively respond to changes in the snow surface using sound technique 

and tactical choices. We will also discuss and debrief teaching strategies and ideas for creating 

interpersonal connections with your students along the way.  

 

Prerequisite Skills: 
• Comfort and ability to ski groomed and ungroomed blue and black trails.  

 

Learning Outcomes: 
By the end of this clinic, successful participants will be able to: 

• Adjust and adapt their technique (aka skill blend, application of fundamentals) and or tactics 

(turn size, turn shape, speed, and the spectrum of ski-snow interactions from carving to 

steering) to ski at a consistent speed using short, medium, and/or long turns. 

• Identify techniques and/or tactics that are successful in both environments.  

• Identify techniques and/or tactics that are successful in one environment and create problems 

in the other. 

• Identify teaching cues and ideas that they can personalize for their students. 

• Identify strategies for creating value and personal connection for their students in ski lessons.  

  

Potential Learning Experiences: 
• Use the same corridor while maintaining a consistent speed in on-piste and off-piste situations to 

highlight: 
o the technical and/or tactical needs of individuals and/or  
o motor-skill development during the clinic. 

• Identify and practice drills, exercises, or focuses to enhance performance. 

• Exchange feedback on technique, tactical decisions, application of fundamentals and D.I.R.T in 
turn phases, effects of speed/environment and terrain on desired outcomes. 

• Maintain consistent speed in a consistent corridor of choice. 

• Maintain consistent speed in different corridor widths.  

• Deliberately change speeds within one corridor width.  

• Deliberately use a spectrum of ski-snow interactions from carving to steering. 

• Expand speed range (slower and faster) without sacrificing accuracy and quality of movement. 

 
Topics for Discussion and Reflection: 

• What are the top priority movements that need improvement on-piste? What off-piste 

focuses can improve on-piste skiing? 

• What are the top priority movements that need improvement off-piste? What on-piste 

focuses can improve off-piste skiing? 

• What tactics require changes to improve performance in both environments? 

• What are the personal takeaways from any of the drills or exercises used in practice? How does it 



apply to the individual’s skiing in either or both environments? 

• What external cues created the best performances? What did the cue help the skier do? 

• What can the participants use from their experience as the learner when they are teaching 

their own students? 

• What were the feelings associated with each success experienced? How can we use those 

feelings and memories to create long-term memories and ownership of the movements? 
• Discuss how the clinic: 

o Customized and paced learning activities that promoted exploration, experimentation, 
and play toward a desired outcome. 

o Tailored the learning environment to align with the changing needs of individuals. 
o Provided relevant information to individuals at a rate that engaged them in their 

learning process. 

• Was relevant information provided at a rate that engaged participants (two-way communication) in 

their learning process? 

• How were individual concerns of emotional and physical risk managed? 


